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Western Cape Mid Amateur Tour 

 
1.    Introduction 
This document provides the details, terms and conditions of the Mid Amateur Tour that will be operated in the 
Western Cape, based on the Mid Amateur Series games in the WP and Boland 
The Mid Amateur Tour is owned, operated and managed by the Western Province Golf (WPG) and the Boland Golf 
Union (BGU). Only those golf clubs that are affiliated to these unions can participate.  
Mid Amateur Golf is the fastest growing sector, this tour aims to give them a forum, to compete on top quality 
venues against people of a similar age. 
 

2. Synopsis of the Mid Amateur Tournament Circuit 
The Mid Amateur Tour will be an annual programme, operating over a 12 month period between January and 
December. The Mid Amateur Tour will embrace 10 designated sanctioned events that are sanctioned by the 
WPG/BGU 
The circuit will be ‘money’ based, with the winner of the circuit each year being the player with the most ‘money’ 
accumulated over the year. 
The Mid Amateur Tour will be operated and managed by WPG/BGU 
These events will also be used by both the WPG and BGU for their order of merits but the ‘money list’ is 

completely independent of this. 
 

3. The Tour Organising Committee (TOC) 
The Mid Amateur Tour Organising Committee (TOC) shall be comprised of members of the WPG/BGU Executive 
Committees. The TOC shall be responsible for operating and managing the Tour.  
The Tour TOC is responsible for implementing the rules and regulations of the Mid Amateur Tour, as described in 
this document. The decisions of the TOC are final. 
 

4. The ‘Money List’ 
The Mid Amateur Tour rankings will be done by ‘money’. This will paid out after the final event in the form of 
vouchers. 
The TOC will be solely responsible for managing, updating, controlling and issuing the ‘money list’. 
The ‘money list’ is subject to finalisation; changes may occur before the first event.  
  

5. Sanctioned Events 
The tournaments sanctioned are on the mid-am fixture list. 
   

6. Fixture Clashes 
While every care is taken to avoid clashes with other fixtures as far as is practically possible, clashes will occur 
from time to time.  Occasionally national or international team or individual call-ups could impact on players’ 
availability to compete in the Mid Amateur Tour events. The TOC cannot provide waivers or exemptions to those 
players impacted by such circumstances.  
 

7. Sponsorship 
The goal is to obtain sponsorship on a number of levels. Firstly, an umbrella sponsor, who will be entitled to 
naming rights, website exposure as well as appear on any documentation that pertains to the Mid Amateur tour. 
  

8. Eligible Participants 
All single figure amateur competitors over the age of 30, affiliated to the SAGA and who are in possession of a 
valid SAGA handicap are eligible to participate, not just those from clubs in the WPG/BGU jurisdiction. Visiting 
amateur competitors from other countries are welcome to participate providing that they have proof of their 
handicap from their home union. Women golfers who fit the criteria will be eligible. 
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9.     Competitors’ Entry Costs and Requirements 
Although the TOC will try and get the best rates, they are at the mercy of the golf clubs. The aim is to get a 
standard rate for all tournaments, although this may be difficult with estates as well as the issue of  golf carts. All 
entries will be done online and must be pre-paid. All entries will be done online on the WPG website.  
  
All entry fees must be prepaid into: 
  
WPG ACCOUNT 
ABSA BANK CLAREMONT (BRANCH CODE 421109) 
CURRENT ACCOUNT 712458445 
YOUR NAME MUST BE SUBMITTED AS DEPOSIT REFERENCE 
 
10.  Structure of ‘Money’ Per Event 
Prizes offered at each tournament by the Mid Amateur Tour will  try be the same for each event. There will 

however be a few differences. 
1. The results will be announced and posted on the website and players will  be informed by email. 
2. There will be no count outs. All ‘money’ will be split. 
3. One person one prize will apply. If a person qualifies in both gross and nett, he will receive the prize 

of the highest value. 
4. All prizes will be paid out after the final event. 
  
An estimated breakdown of prizes per event would be as tabled below. This breakdown is subject to the number 
of entries received per event. And Prizes could differ to these below numbers 

  

Place Prize 

1st Gross R350 

2nd Gross R300 

3rd Gross R250 

4th Gross R200 

1st Nett R200 

2nd Nett R150 

3rd Nett R100 

  
  

The overall winner will be assisted (percentage of costs) to attend the South African Mid-Amateur 
Championships. 

 
11.  Financial Management of the Mid Amateur Tour 
The WPG will administer the financial workings of the Mid Amateur Tour. All monies obtained from sponsorship 
will be put back into the tour. The TOC’s goal is to grow golf and not run it for any financial gain.  
 
 

Effective:  1 January 2017 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 


